


Our world Famous Traffic
Truck Range is constructed
from heavy gauge aluminium
offering vast strength at low
weight, with robotically
welded seams and joints, this
trolley offers both style and
substance with remarkably
efficient costs.

Our all new larger sized branding
panels increase visibility to all
throughout your facility. Ensuring you
are achieving maximum revenues from
this opportunity. Alternatively use the
panels for customer instructions,
making the journey through your facility
even more pleasurable. 

With up to Six display areas for
advertising sales or leverage your
own brand awareness. These panels
are high gloss polypropylene which is
easy clean yet remarkably durable,
and side strips which are simply slot
in slot out. Ensuring changes in your
message are quick and
easy.  

With anodised push down handle
brake release bar which is geared for
ease of use. Either use the handle to
promote safe use, or alternatively as
another advertising opportunity. With
a plasticized Duty Free basket, and
coat hook 

Heavy duty front bumpers, are not just
there to protect the cart itself ensuring
when stacked that the main cart frame
is not damaged. Moreover they are the
answer to reducing damage in your
facility, the non-marking bumper take
the brunt of any doorway or wall
impact.

Smooth stacking designs make sure
that you have maximum number of
carts taking up minimum amount of
space. Furthermore this ensures that
the retrieval of your carts from around
your facility are as simple and efficient
as is possible.

Slick non-
marking
front swivel
castor again
manufactured
from high
density
rubber, offer
a smooth ride,
on very long
lasting wheels
with the bearings
being safeguarded, and the head racer
bearing covered with a grey non-
marking bumper cover  again protecting
the castor and your facility.

Our all new
Automatic
Butterfly Braking
provides
maximum
adhesion to the
wheel while
reducing the wear
in the tyre itself, still
further reducing your
life cycle costs and
down time. While the
high density low friction non marking
wheels make the trolley an absolute
joy to use. The wheels are then
encased in durable ribbed flanges
reducing wheel damage even further

FREE Worldwide Delivery*
Great Quality, Great Price, Great Service & Advice

*minimum quantities apply

Quick Spec:
Capacity 200KG
Bed Length 670mm
Bed Width 500mm
Overall Height 970mm
Base Height 300mm
Wheel Size 180mm
Wheel Type 2 fixed 1 Swivel
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